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Most people are out of touch with 
their intuition

They don’t recognize a signal when 
they see it

Intuition is not just about warning us 
about potential danger

It can signal us for what would be best 
for many of our daily activities

But the big question is – where does 
intuition exist in the body?



One theory is that intuition is an easier option 
for making decisions than cognitive thinking –
uses less energy

It’s also believed to be connected to memory

Another study looked at the process by which 
we received information from the outside 
world – both the heart and the brain received 
info, but the heart got it first



Researchers have determined that 
when people use their intuition, they 
make faster decisions with more 
accuracy and confidence

In another study, when participants 
encountered a positive subliminal 
image, they were more accurate in 
their interpretations

Positive brain chemistry makes for 
more accurate intuition



Another theory is that intuition is connected to 
microbes in the gut interacting with the vagus 
nerve and the brain

The gut can store memories

Hunger can trigger these memories and allow 
the gut to make a sophisticated series of 
calculations to decide how to solve the hunger 
instantly

This and other gut signals connect to the brain

Cravings may be gut signals



What Is Intuition?
“the ability to understand something 
immediately, without the need for conscious 
reasoning”

Information normally outside the range of 
conscious awareness 

And it’s perceived by the body's 
psychophysiological systems

What is this?

Psychophysiology is the study of the 
interrelationships between mind and body



The placebo effect is an example of a 
psychophysiological effect

It involves neuroscience, pathophysiology, 
and health psychology

And represents the complexity of the links 
between the brain, peripheral 
physiological function and disease risk

Research in this area demonstrates the 
connection of the body and the mind



The Flow Experience
Study in 1984 by Jean Hamilton found that 
the more individuals had a sense of purpose 
for the task, the less effort it took to regulate 
their attention 

Flow experience refers to effortless attention

Happens a lot in people who are well-trained 
in an activity

Originally, the learning and activity starts in 
prefrontal cortex where more detailed 
thinking occurs 



As the flow experience increases, the prefrontal cortex 
activity decreases 

Activity in the brain now networks more with the 
limbic system

Includes the sympathetic autonomic nervous system 
activation, deep breathing, and activation of the ‘smile’ 
muscle

In other words: Flow refers to motivational brain 
activity that comes with positive emotions and ease of 
attention and execution

It no longer requires a lot of thought – more like 
autopilot



Intuition appears to be influenced by 
emotional intelligence

A study of occupational therapists 
found a positive relationship with their 
emotional intelligence and the use of 
an intuitive cognitive style in the 
practice

Exploring emotion and increasing 
emotional intelligence could enhance 
intuitive reasoning



Another study looked at 67 medical 
intuitives

30- or 60-minute sessions by phone or video 
were conducted

Results: 94% ability to locate and evaluate 
the participant's primary physical issue; 
100% accuracy to locate a secondary 
physical issue; 98% accuracy in describing 
the participant's life events, and 93% 
accuracy in describing a connection between 
the life events and health issues



Helping Clients
There are a number of ways to help a 
client learn to recognize the signals

One way is to identify fears – many 
people confuse this with intuition

For some clients, this is outside our 
scope of practice

Another way is to help them work on 
intuition in simpler areas (like eating)



How To Increase Intuition
Intuition is often overridden by 
cognitive thinking

The more active the mind, the less 
intuition will be effective

The number 1 way to increase intuition 
is to stop overthinking

Overthinking is a process of fear, 
beliefs and stressful situation outside 
and inside the body 



The best way to develop intuition is to 
relax and quiet the mind

The logical choices would be 
meditation and mindfulness

These are both skills that need to be 
developed

And these may not work for everyone



Cortisol is correlated with overthinking:

1. Distraction is one method that studies have found 
lowers cortisol. If the distraction is captivating 
enough, the mind will completely disconnect from 
the thought patterns.

Having a client make a list of ideal activities they 
would love to do is in itself a distraction

Doing one is even better

2. Another method is optimizing expectations –
thinking about the potential positive outcomes 
instead of catastrophizing (see Building Resilience)



3. Pay attention to all senses. Using 
the five senses more helps develop 
the sixth sense.

4. Pay attention to dreams. A busy 
cognitive mind can override the 
subconscious and intuition. 

When we sleep, the cognitive mind 
resets, leaving space for the 
subconscious to come through



5. Write down hunches and then check to see if 
they were right

6. Develop somatic awareness. Be aware of the 
physical body. Can be done through breath 
work. Check in when you have a thought and it 
causes physical feeling in the body

Be aware of false fear – that’s not intuition

7. Be creative. You may have creative activities 
you love to do. Find time to do them. It calms 
the cognitive mind and allows creativity to flow 
and intuition to increase. Free-flowing 
journaling, drawing, even coloring.



8. Learn from your past:  When things 
happen, take some time to analyze what 
happened and if you had any feeling prior 
or during the event. It’s easier to do this 
when it is the recent past.

9. Repetitive movement, whether it is 
dancing or chopping vegetables, calms 
the cognitive mind

10. Walk in nature – amongst trees is even 
better



11. Your intuition and your integrity go 
hand in hand. Stay focused on your 
values.

12. Don’t be resistant. If you get a 
hunch, honor it. Don’t dismiss it.

13. Do breathwork on a regular basis

14. Feel more. The mind thinks and 
intuition feels.

15. There are intuition programs you 
can take


